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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a mechanism for coping
with double-link failures in an autonomous and distributed
manner. We call it Tie-set Based Fault Tolerance (TBFT) because it utilizes tie-sets, which represent a set of the edges
comprising a loop within the graph that represents the network.
An autonomous distributed control method based on dividing a
network into a set of tie-sets, whose union covers every edge in the
network, has been verified to be more effective than traditional
tree-based restoration techniques in case of single link failure.
The proposed method efficiently and gracefully handle doublelink failures and also decrease the communication overhead
incurred during network configuration. We demonstrate these
results by simulating and comparing TBFT with the traditional
approach of using Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP).
Keywords-graph theory, tie-set, loop, double-link failures, fault
tolerance, autonomous recovery

I. I NTRODUCTION
Double-link failures happen when two links failed simultaneously within a distributed system. While it is extremely
unlikely for two links to truly fail at precisely the same time,
double-link failures include two single-link failures that occur
in such rapid succession that the system cannot determine
which occurred first. These events are likely to transpire during
geographically correlated physical phenomena such as natural
disasters (e.g. earthquakes), cosmic events (e.g. solar storms),
and deliberate attacks (e.g. low-altitude nuclear detonations).
This type of failure is more difficult for a distributed system
to recover than a single-link case.
Many methods have been proposed to solve link failure
problems by routing the messages in a fault tolerant manner.
Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) [1] is a technique that builds a
spanning tree within a mesh network of connected Ethernet
switches and disables those links that are not part of the
spanning tree, leaving a single active path between any two
network nodes. Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [2]
provides significantly faster spanning tree convergence when
failures happen [3], [4]. The authors of [5], [6] show that RSTP
is applicable to recover failures in ring topology as well.
Starting from SONET rings [7], [8], various failure recovery
schemes have been developed based on Pre-configured cycles
(p-cycle) by applying cycle covering schemes such as [9], [10],
[11]. These techniques allow fast recovery and do not require
significant capacity redundancy. Some mechanisms based on
p-cycles have been proposed to protect span and node failure
[12], networks from multiple sequential [13], simultaneous
link failures [14], and both at once [15]. While protection

methods based on p-cycles have led to sophisticated techniques
and solutions, “preconfigured” cycles cannot dynamically restructure the formation of cycles. This becomes crucial when
solving multiple-link failures, especially in large-scale systems
and when one cycle contains more than one failure.
Similar to p-cycles, tie-sets logically divide the graph representation of the physical network into a set of cycles with
dynamic configuration in a “distributed” manner. A core idea
of distributed control method to handle a single-link failure
based on tie-set graph theory [16], [17] was introduced in
[18], [19]. The tie-set based restoration method for single link
failure was a simple approach and was not able to handle over
one point link failure as the recovery scheme of more than one
failure requires a much more sophisticated analysis, problem
formulation, and synchronization mechanisms. Tie-set Based
Fault Tolerance, so called TBFT in this paper, demonstrated
a superiority over the traditional tree-based technique with
carefully designed detection and synchronization techniques.
Furthermore, the strength of this technique can be found in its
decentralized nature and stability in case of failure as it can
cope with failures within overlapping loops. Therefore, TBFT
is also expected to demonstrate a substantial stability and fast
recovery when multiple link failures occur at the same time.
In this paper, we propose a Tie-set Based Fault Tolerance
(TBFT) algorithm for double-link failures, which is a novel
approach against the scheme using Dijkstra as in RSTP. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II-A
discusses tie-set graph theory for the benefit of the reader.
Section III presents the improved algorithm for configuring
the network with tie-set information. Section IV contains
the algorithm we developed for recovering from double-link
failures. In section V, we present our simulation results and
compare them with those of RSTP. In the final section, we
conclude the paper and discuss future works.
II. T IE - SETS AND S TATE I NFORMATION
In this section, we provide a brief review of tie-set graph
theory and state information of a node.
A. Introduction to Tie-set Graph Theory
For a given bi-connected and undirected graph G = (V, E)
with a set of vertices V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } and a set of edges
E = {e1 , e2 , ..., em }, let Li = {ei1 , ei2 , ...} be a set of all the
edges that constitutes a loop in G. The set of edges Li is called
a tie-set [21]. Let T and T respectively be a spanning tree and

cotree links: Links representing non-communication
paths
Here, tree links are expressed by thick lines, while cotree
links are expressed by thin lines as shown in Fig.1.
A Find Tie-set message (FTM), which is used to catch
information of a fundamental tie-set, includes information as
follows:
• EdgeTable: A set of links through which a FTM passed
• NodeTable: A set of nodes through which a FTM passed
If FTMs are processed according to the rules below, each
node vi can hold information of fundamental tie-sets L(vi ).
Initialization: Each node vi checks its incident links E(vi ).
For any cotree link l = (vi , vj ) ∈ E(vi ), vi negotiates with vj
to decide which node conducts DATIC for Tie-set Information
of L(l) based on Node Priority such as Physical Address of a
node.
Let vo be a node that executes DATIC to construct Tie-set
Information of L(l) where l ∈ T . vo creates a FTM, and then
sends the FTM to the node vj , where vj is included in a set
of two vertices of a cotree link l = (vo , vj ). When sending a
FTM to vj , vo adds node information of vo to NodeTable and
link information e(vo , vj ) to EdgeTable.
From here, let vr be a node that receives a FTM. After
receiving a FTM, vr executes different procedure by the
following cases.
Case 1: vr ̸= vo If vr (̸= vj ) is a leaf1 , vr discards the
FTM. If vr is not a leaf or vj , vr copies the FTM and sends the
copied FTM to adjacent nodes that are connected through tree
links of E(vr ). When sending a copied FTM to an adjacent
node va that is connected through a tree link, vr adds node
information of vr to NodeTable, and adds link information
e(vr , va ) to EdgeTable.
Case 2: vr = vo In this case, the FTM has passed through
a fundamental tie-set L(l) in a network. The information of
EdgeTable and NodeTable included in the FTM is stored in vo .
vo also notifies the Tie-set Information of L(l) to the nodes
that are included in NodeTable of the received FTM by just
passing the FTM around on a tie-set L(l).
If failure occurs in the middle of DATIC, the node that
detects the failure broadcasts failure notification messages,
which correspond to Bridge Protocol Data Units (BPDUs) in
Spanning Tree Protocol, in order to notify the root node of
it. Then, the root creates a spanning tree again followed by
DATIC above.
•

Fig. 1.
graph

An example of a fundamental system of tie-sets in a non-planar

a cotree of G, where T = E − T . For l ∈ T , T ∪ {l} includes
one tie-set. Focusing on a subgraph GT = (V, T ) of G and an
edge l = (a, b) ∈ T , there exists only one elementary path PT
whose origin is b and terminal is a in GT . Then, a fundamental
circuit that consists of the path PT and the edge l is uniquely
determined as C(l) = (a, l = (a, b), PT (b, a)). The tie-set
L(l) corresponding to C(l) is referred to as a fundamental
tie-set. It is known that µ = |T | fundamental tie-sets exist in
G, and they are called a fundamental system of tie-sets LB =
{L1 , L2 , ...Lµ }. A fundamental system of tie-sets guarantees
that it covers all the vertices and edges even in a bi-connected
and non-planar graph G as shown in Fig. 1.
B. State Information of a Node
Each node vi mainly has three types of information as state
information as follows:
1) Incident Links E(vi ): Link information connected to vi .
2) Adjacent Nodes V (vi ): Node information connected
through incident links of vi .
3) Tie-set Information L(vi ): Information of fundamental
tie-sets to which vi belongs. When a fundamental tie-set Li
contains ei that includes vi in its two vertices, it is defined
that vi belongs to Li and has information of Li .
III. D ISTRIBUTED A LGORITHM FOR T IE - SET
I NFORMATION C ONFIGURATION (DATIC)
As described in II-B, each node has information of fundamental tie-sets to which the node belongs so as to solve any
problems within some loops. Although a distributed algorithm
for recognizing Tie-set Information was proposed in [18], we
propose a more efficient Distributed Algorithm for Tie-set
Information Configuration (DATIC).
A. Mechanism of DATIC
In information networks, let us assume that a spanning tree
T in G = (V, E) corresponds to communication paths, and a
cotree T corresponds to non communication paths. A tree T
is easily constructed by executing the spanning tree algorithm
(STA), which is one of the basic distributed algorithms. In this
paper, tree links and cotree links are defined as follows:
• tree links: Links representing communication paths

B. Complexity Analysis of DATIC
Here, we discuss the Communication Complexity and Time
Complexity of DATIC from the perspective of a distributed
algorithm [22].
1) Time Complexity of DATIC: Analyzing the Time Complexity of DATIC is simple as a FTM is passed through one
cotree link and several tree links until a FTM is stored in
an original node that sent the FTM or discarded at a leaf
1 A leaf x exactly has one tree link in its incident links and other incident
links are cotree links.

node. Therefore the maximum number of times a FTM will
be forwarded is equal to D, the diameter of the graph, and
therefore the Time Complexity of DATIC is O(D) as FTMs
are sent simultaneously.
2) Communication Complexity of DATIC: The Communication Complexity is the total number of messages produced
by the entire distributed system to configure Tie-set Information. Only one node a or b of each l = (a, b) ∈ T sends a
FTM on l, and there are µ such links in the graph, where µ is
the nullity of the graph, as described in Section II-A. Because
the FTM is copied and sent along only tree links, it will be
copied at most |V | − 1 times. Therefore, DATIC completes its
procedures with Communication Complexity of O(µ|V |).
IV. T IE - SET BASED FAULT T OLERANCE (TBFT)
D OUBLE -L INK FAILURES

Fig. 2. The case where double-link failures are independent: L(efi , efj ) = ∅

FOR

In this section, we analyze the theoretical aspect of doublelink failures on the basis of tie-set graph theory and propose
an algorithm to cope with double-link failures.
A. Problem Formulation for Double-Link Failures with TBFT
A double-link failure is defined as two physical or logical
links failing at the same time, or at least close enough in
time that the system cannot tell the difference. Let efi and
efj be two failed links where failures happen on ei and ej
(ei ̸= ej ), respectively. A set of two failed links is denoted
as E f = {efi , efj }. Let L(efi ), L(efj ) respectively denote the
classes of tie-sets that contain failed links efi , efj .
Here, we further denote Lf , L(efi , efj ), and L(efi , efj ) as
follows:
Lf = L(efi ) ∪ L(efj )

(1)

L(efi , efj ) = L(efi ) ∩ L(efj )

(2)

(a) L(efi , efj ) = ∅

(c)
L(efi , efj )
f f
∅, |L(ei , ej )| = 2
Fig. 3.

L(efi , efj ) = L(efi ) ⊕ L(efj )

̸=

̸=

The case where double-link failures are dependent: L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅

(3)

Lf is the class of all the tie-sets that include link failure(s).
L(efi , efj ) is the class of tie-sets that include both of the two
failed links. L(efi , efj ) represents the class of tie-sets that share
exactly one failed link with tie-sets that have two failed links.
By these definitions, the following equation holds true.
Lf = L(efi , efj ) ∪ L(efi , efj )

(b)
L(efi , efj )
f f
∅, |L(ei , ej )| = 1

(4)

Double-link failures with TBFT are classified into two
major cases depending on the locations of the two failed links.
1) Double-Link Failures are Independent L(efi , efj ) = ∅:
When double-link failures happen on two failed links E f
where L(efi , efj ) = ∅, it is defined that double-link failures
are independent in TBFT. In this case, double-link failures
can be considered as a pair of single-link failures that can be
solved with the method for single-link failure. According to
TBFT, one tie-set Lfi ∈ L(efi ) with the failed link efi handles
the failure by replacing the failed link efi with the co-tree link

in the tie-set Lfi . Similarly, tie-set Lfj ∈ L(efj ) recovers the
failure on the link efj by replacing efj with the cotree link in
Lfj . Fig.2 demonstrates an example of the behavior of TBFT in
this case. The double-link failures are handled independently
in different tie-set Lfi and Lfj in an autonomous manner.
2) Double-Link Failures are Dependent L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅:
When double-link failures happen on two failed links E f
where L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅, it is defined that double-link failures
are dependent in TBFT. In this case, there is at least one tieset that contains both of the two failed links E f . There are
two sub-classes focusing on L(efi , efj ).
•

L(efi , efj ) = ∅
In this case, double-link failures cannot be restored. As
Lf = L(efi , efj ), all the failed tie-sets Lf contain both
of the two failed links. The whole system is divided into
two network partitions, where there is no way to recover
this type of double-link failures as messages cannot be

B. Failure Information Sharing within a Tie-set

(a) Case 1

(b) Case 2-1

(c) Case 2-2
Fig. 4.

•

Examples of Failure Information Sharing within a Tie-set

redirected between separated network partitions.
L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅
In this case, double-link failures can be restored. As at
least one tie-set that shares only one failed link among
failed tie-sets Lf is available so systems can choose a
tie-set Lr ∈ L(efi , efj ) to recover one of the double-link
failures and then restore another failure subsequently.

An example of double-link failures where L(efi , efj ) = ∅
is described in Fig. 3(a). As seen in Fig. 3(a), the system is
divided into two partitions i and j. Naturally, no technique
can possibly cope with this type of failure.
Examples of double-link failures where L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅ are
described in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). In Fig. 3(b) where L(efi , efj ) ̸=
∅, |L(efi , efj )| = 1, there is a tie-set L(e1 ,e3 ) in which two failed
links conflict to use the cotree link of the tie-set. The tie-set
with only one failed link Le3 must recover its failed link first.
This resolves the conflict of failed links in the tie-set with
two failed links. In Fig. 3(b), L(e1 ) = {L(e1 ,e3 ) }, L(e3 ) =
{L(e1 ,e3 ) , Le3 }, and L(e1 , e3 ) = {Le3 }. In this example, the
tie-set Le3 should be responsible for the recovery of the failed
link e3 . L(e1 ,e3 ) should be responsible for the recovery of e1 .
In Fig. 3(c) where L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅, |L(efi , efj )| = 2, there are
two tie-sets that share exactly one failed link with a tie-set that
has two failed links. One of the tie-sets with only one failed
link is responsible for the recovery of its failed link. In the Fig.
3(c), as L(e3 ) = {Le3 , L(e3 ,e6 ) }, L(e6 ) = {L(e3 ,e6 ) , Le6 }, and
L(e3 , e6 ) = {Le3 , Le6 }, tie-sets Le3 and Le6 recover the failed
links e3 and e6 separately.

In order to implement this algorithm, there must be a
communication mechanism that allows nodes within a failed
tie-set Lfi that includes failed link(s) to share information
about the failure. Therefore, we design a procedure to share the
double-link failure information within a failed tie-set Lfi . Let
a Failure Information Sharing Message (FISM) be a message
that includes failure information that a node detected. A FISM
includes the information about the failed link ef ∈ E f , tiesets to which the failed link belongs L(ef ), and an address
table of Lfi ∈ L(ef ).
This procedure should consider the following points.
• A node with a failed link ef sends FISMs to its neighbors
within each Lfi ∈ L(ef ).
• The neighbor(s) that receive a FISM store the information
about the failure and transfer the FISM further within
the tie-set Lfi . If a node receives another FISM about a
second failure, it just adds the new information to the
already stored information and also sends FISMs to its
neighbors within each Lfi ∈ L(ef ).
After this procedure, all the connected nodes in Lfi obtain
information about failed links.
Fig. 4(a) shows that v1 already knows both failed links
on e1 and e2 by failure the detection mechanism described
later in the next section. v2 knows there is a link failure on
e2 ; then, v2 passes a FISM (“e2 failed”) to its neighbor v3 .
Similarly, v3 passes a FISM (“e1 failed”) to v2 . Both of them
receive and store the FISMs. In Fig. 4(b), only v1 and v2 have
the information of double-link failures. Then, v2 shares the
information to v3 and v4 as shown in Fig. 4(c).
C. Failure Detection Details
Here, let us describe the algorithm in more detail. In order to
recognize link status, each node vi sends a SYN message to an
adjacent node va in a certain direction and receives an ACK
response from an adjacent node va ∈ V (vi ). The direction
may be decided by the sorted address table stored in Tie-set
Information of Vi , such as NodeTable. This message passing
should be done periodically within some time period tsyn to
check if the link to the adjacent node va is alive. After vi sends
a SYN message to va , vi expects to receive an ACK response
back from va during a time period tack . This procedure enables
failure detection on a link connected to va .
The length of the time period tsyn and tack depends on the
topology and physical characteristics of a distributed system.
Defining the time period tsyn and tack is to be an issue that
should be carefully considered when designing a switch.
In the failure detection procedure, after vi sends a SYN
message to va , two cases are possible as follows:
1) When vi receives a response from va during time period
tack : In this case, the link between vi and va is undamaged,
since an ACK message comes back to vi from va .
2) When vi does not receive a response from va during time
period tack : In this case, the time period tack has passed and
vi does not receive an ACK response from va . The node vi

concludes that the link to va has failed. The same conclusion
is made by node va if it does not receive a SYN message from
node vi either. After that, both vi and va start sending FISMs
to available neighbors within the tie-sets L(e(vi , va )). Let vf
be a node that detects the failed link ef ∈ E f . If several tiesets that include ef exist for vf , they are informed about the
failure as well. When a node receives a FISM, it waits a time
period tf to receive another FISM about the any other failures.
On this step, two cases are possible as follows:
• Case 1: A node does not receive a FISM about another
failure during time period tf . In this case, no additional
failure happens or failures happen in different tie-sets. In
case of double-link failures, this case corresponds to the
case where L(efi , efj ) = ∅.
• Case 2: A node receives a FISM about another failure
during time period tf . This case indicates that both
failures happen in the same tie-set. This case corresponds
to the case where L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅. A node updates stored
information about those failed links.
After time period tf , all nodes in tie-sets Lf have the
information about failures. In the case of simultaneous doublelink failures, a tie-set is divided into two isolated parts. Both
failed links have two connected nodes that are aware of failure.
This means that each part of the tie-set has nodes that inform
about both failures. The next step is to decide which tie-set
recovers which failure.
In order to assign responsibilities to recover link failure(s)
among all tie-sets with failure(s) Lf , each node analyzes the
failure information and makes a decision on its own. After a
time period tf , a node vi has all information about failures.
Therefore, a node vi is able to analyze all tie-sets that have
at least one failed link and designate a tie-set for recovery of
each of the failures. Tie-sets that have only one failed link are
designated to recover it. Tie-sets with double-link failures are
designated to recover links that are not overlapped with other
tie-sets.
The node vi takes responsibility to recover a failed link
ef ∈ E f only if both of the following conditions hold true:
1) Node vi is connected to the cotree link of Lfi that
contains ef .
2) Lfi is designated for recovery of ef .
If a failed link ef has more than one designated tie-set, a
node vi will take responsibility for recovery if it is in the tie-set
with the smallest number of nodes. If ties happen, any of the
tie-sets can be chosen to recover through some deterministic
method of prioritization, such as the lowest numbered MAC
address among all nodes. Hence, each tie-set recovers a failure
independently from other tie-sets, which means there is no
need to notify about the decision made to recover a particular
failure as well as about the completion of the recovery.
D. Detection and Recovery Algorithms
Let vf be a node that detects a link failure and ef be a
failed link. Distributed algorithm for link failure consists of
two parts: the algorithm for a node vf that detects a failure

Algorithm 1 Distributed algorithm in a failed node vf
STEP 1: Blocking physical ports connected to ef
vf blocks its physical port connected to ef .
STEP 2: Selecting failed tie-sets L(ef )
vf selects tie-sets L(ef ) = {Lfi } from Tie-set Information
L(vf ) where ef ∈ Lfi , and includes information of failed
tie-sets L(ef ) in a FISM.
STEP 3: Sharing information about the failed link ef
vf sends a FISM with information about the failed link ef
and failed tie-sets L(ef ) to adjacent nodes in each tie-set
Lfi ∈ L(ef ).

on link ef (Algorithm 1) and the algorithm that is executed
by a node vi that received a FISM (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Distributed algorithm in a node vi that received
a FISM
STEP 1: Receiving a FISM
if vi receives a FISM from va then
Store the failure information about ef and L(ef ).
Send a copied FISM to the next node ̸= va in the tie-set
Lfi .
Wait a time period tf in order to receive a FSIM about
another failure.
end if
STEP 2: Analyzing failure information to make decision
Using failure information after a time period tf , do the
following:
if Lfi includes only ef then
Designate Lfi to recover ef .
else {Lfi includes double link failures E f }
if ef ∈ E f belongs only to Lfi then
Designate Lfi to recover ef .
end if
end if
After designating responsibility to Lfi , do the following:
if Lfi is designated to recover ef and vi is connected to
cotree link of Lfi then
Take responsibility to recover ef .
end if
STEP 3: Opening physical ports connected to cotree link
if vi takes responsibility to recover ef then
Open port to cotree link.
end if
In Step 2 in Algorithm 2, there are several criteria to decide
a tie-set in which route switching is conducted. Criteria are,
for instance, the number of hops to a cotree link, the total
value of link weights of a tie-set, the size of a tie-set, etc.
It depends on the characteristics of a network to select a tieset that is appropriate to shift a communication path. If there
is not any unique feature in a network, the number of nodes
included in a tie-set becomes a criterion.

double-link failures is denoted as To , and a renewed tree that
represents communication paths after link failures is denoted
as Tn . The number of route switching points can be quantified
using the distance between To and Tn . The distance is defined
as follows:
d(To , Tn ) = |To − Tn |
(5)

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

The average number of times of route switching

The maximum number of times of route switching

V. S IMULATION AND E XPERIMENTS
We created a simulation with Java to verify the behavior of
the recovery method for link failure suggested in this paper and
compared TBFT with RSTP on behalf of existing technologies
because of its general use. A tool which demonstrates RSTP
is created in reference to IEEE standards 802.1D [2]. In configuring a network, links are set to be undirected so that data
can flow bi-directionally. In addition, the network is designed
to be redundant, in other words, bi-connected, so as to be
and able to cope with failures. For node configurations, each
node was assigned input ports and output ports, a message
buffer, and a processor. A common buffering method is used
in a simulated node, where all messages received through
input ports go to the message buffer. The processor takes each
message from the message buffer via a polling method. After
each message is processed, the message is sent to other nodes
through appropriate output ports unless it is discarded or this
node is its final destination.
A. Route Switching Points
One of the serious problems in RSTP is that topology
of tree greatly changes when failure happens in the vicinity
of a root bridge requiring many times of route switchings.
Naturally, many times of route switchings lead to instability
in communications.
On the basis of these points, experiments to measure the
number of times of route switchings required to restore
double-link failures are conducted to compare against RSTP.
A spanning tree that represents communication paths before

Let d(i,j) (To , Tn ) be the distance when link failures occur on
tree links {ei , ej } ⊆ T, (ei ̸= ej ). In total, ρ C2 of doublelink failures can be conceivable where ρ(= |T |) is a rank of
a graph. Let dr(i,j) (To , Tn ) be the distance when double-link
failures can be restored; the set of failed edges E f does not
correspond to the case where L(efi , efj ) ̸= ∅ and L(efi , efj ) =
∅.
If R combinations of restored points exist, then the average
of the number of route switching points Ad is defined as
follows:
∑ r
d(i,j) (To , Tn )
(6)
Ad =
R
For a given bi-connected and undirected graph G = (V, E), a
graph G is created at random with the number of nodes |V |
ranging from 20 to 100. A tree is output by giving link costs at
random, and executing the Spanning Tree Algorithm (STA).
Fig.5 is the experimental results that show the average Ad
of the number of route switching points. As shown in Fig.5,
RSTP requires about more switchings than TBFT on average
when double-link failures happen, while TBFT needs only
two time switchings. In addition, Ad shows modest upward
tendency in proportion to the size of a network.
Fig.6 shows the maximum times of route switchings
(max{dri (To , Tn )}) for each given graph whose condition is
the same as the experiment to measure Ad . While TBFT
constantly needs two switchings, RSTP requires much more
switchings than the proposed method. This is because RSTP
greatly changes its tree topology in case of failure in the
vicinity of a root bridge. Failure near a root node is the biggest
problem in operation of RSTP. The remarkable tendency of
augmentation of the number of times of route switching is
seen in a large-scale network. In that case, throughput degrades
seriously as well as convergence time greatly increases making
an entire network unstable.
B. Communications Overhead
Under the same conditions, we measured the communications overhead, which is the number of total messages that
are used in restoring double-link failures. Communications
overhead directly affects the stability of a network as individual messages may change the physical communications
port states, which temporally interrupts data transfer between
bridges. Furthermore, transmitting these messages decreases
the amount of bandwidth available to any applications running
on the distributed system. As these applications may be
mission-critical, which is a reasonable assumption given that
we are concerned with rapid fault recovery, they should be
disrupted as little as possible even by rare events such as link
failures.

found to be true, will be presented in future work. Another important question that we are exploring is the relation between
how the initial spanning tree is chosen and the structure of the
resulting tie-sets chosen by DATIC. We will continue to work
towards optimizing these algorithms for eventual deployment
in an emulated distributed system environment.
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failures. We provided detailed descriptions of the algorithms
required for configuring a network with tie-set information and
for detecting and recovering from failures. We demonstrated
that TBFT can realize faster recovery and more efficient operation than tree-based restoration schemes through simulation
experiments and comparisons with the Rapid Spanning Tree
Protocol (RSTP).
We are currently investigating whether this technique can be
extended to an arbitrary number of link failures. This result, if
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